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1 Introduction
Over the few last decades, a large number of articles by academics and practitioners has
examined the arguments for and against issuing inflation indexed securities. Treasury
Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS) are a particular type of indexed bonds which are
issued by the U.S. Treasury who introduced them to the market in January 1997. Despite
the fact that issuance of TIPS with different maturities has followed suit, there is no
consensus among policymakers and academics on what particular benefits TIPS provide
to the different stakeholders in the economy, see Dudley et al. (2009) and Fleckenstein
et al. (2010).
In general, it is argued that inflation protected government bonds provide benefits to
the Treasury, policymakers, and investors, see for example Shen (1995), Barr and Campbell
(1997), and Deacon et al. (2004). From the Treasury’s point of view, the main benefit
of issuing this type of bond is that they may reduce borrowing costs by not having to
pay the inflation risk premium. From the policymakers perspective, it is argued that
by introducing inflation linked bonds, they can improve market information mechanisms
and enhance the credibility of the monetary policy because their issuance incentivizes the
government to take an active role in controlling inflation. Finally, from the investors’ point
of view, inflation-indexed bonds can protect lenders against the erosion of their purchasing
power.
The main question we address in this paper is what benefits do TIPS provide to
investors. To better understand and measure these benefits we focus on the different
attributes of investors and on the investment opportunities they may have. We differentiate
the types of investors according to their investment horizon, short-term and long-term,
and according to their degree of risk aversion. Then, we measure the incremental value
that TIPS provide to different types of investor in the presence of various combinations of
asset classes: equity, commodities, and real estate.
We consider long-term and short-term investors because the time horizon over which
the investor plans to hold TIPS is relevant for only if these are held until maturity do they
offer full protection against inflation.1 TIPS have been issued with maturities of 5, 10, 20,
and 30 years which makes them the riskless asset in real terms (a perfect hedge against
inflation) for buy-and-hold long-term investors whose investment horizon perfectly matches
the maturity of a TIPS. On the other hand, short-term investors see TIPS as “risky”
assets, both in nominal and real terms because changes in expected real rates affect TIPS’
returns. Moreover, when real interest rates rise investors who purchased TIPS will suffer
a capital loss in greater proportion than those who purchased conventional bonds with
1There is some minimal inflation basis risk included in TIPS due to the fact that: a) the investor’s
basket might differ from the basket used to calculate the CPI-U to which the TIPS is indexed; b) there
is a three month lag in the indexation rule; c) there are tax considerations; and, d) there is reinvestment
risk arising from the coupon flows received before maturity.
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the same maturity.2 At the same time however, short-term investors may benefit from the
introduction of TIPS if they can improve the investment efficient frontier to increase the
returns per unit of risk.
This paper contributes to the literature in two respects. First, we solve an optimal
portfolio choice problem in real terms to measure the benefits of TIPS from the investor’s
point of view. We assume that the investor’s strategy consists of finding the optimal
allocation over a fixed horizon without rebalancing at intermediate points in time. One of
the empirical issues that the model handles is the possible mismatch between the investor’s
horizon and the maturity of TIPS. Since the first issuance in 1997 until now, the maturity
of most outstanding TIPS at any point in time has been more than one year. Moreover,
off-the-run TIPS with less than one year to maturity are not easy to find in the secondary
market which results in extremely high transaction costs. Thus, only buy-and-hold long-
term investors have been able to lend at the riskfree rate in real terms. The model shows
that short-term investors deal with uncertainty about inflation through the covariances
between the nominal returns of risky assets (one of which is TIPS) and inflation. In
general, from our analysis it follows that it is only useful to distinguish the nominal from
the real optimal portfolio choice problem if there is uncertainty about future inflation
rates and there is a riskless asset in real terms, or when there is uncertainty about future
inflation rates and assets in the investment opportunity set covary with inflation.
Our second contribution is to measure the empirical benefits that TIPS provide to
investors using market data that spans the period from the first issuance of TIPS in 1997
until 2010. We show that while long-term investors can take advantage of the diversifi-
cation effects that TIPS provide, as well as serving as the safe asset in their long-term
investment problem, short-term investors may find them useful in improving the invest-
ment opportunity set in real terms. We summarize some of our findings according to the
investment horizon of the investor: short-term and long-term.
For short-term investors we highlight four empirical findings. First, we find that risk
averse short-term investors who are not affected by money illusion find it optimal to replace
part of their investment in long-term nominal bonds with TIPS for two reasons. One, TIPS
yield a slightly higher average return than nominal bonds, and two, the covariance of TIPS’
nominal returns with inflation is higher than the covariance of the returns of nominal bonds
with inflation. Second, the positive correlation of TIPS’ nominal returns with inflation
makes TIPS desirable for highly risk averse investors since they can be used to reduce the
portfolio variance in real terms. Third, although the relative benefits from the introduction
of TIPS diminish when the short-term investor has a wider investment opportunity set
which might include gold, commodities, or real estate, highly risk averse investors still
devote a fraction of their wealth to TIPS. Interestingly, when commodities are available,
2TIPS have longer duration than nominal T-bonds with the same maturity. Broadly speaking, the
duration of a bond is the length of time before the bond is due to be repaid. Thus, it is a measure of the
of bond’s price sensitivity to interest rate movements.
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the improvement to highly risk averse investors decreases because commodities are a better
hedge against inflation than TIPS. Finally, investors characterized by low levels of risk
aversion do not obtain any benefit from the introduction of TIPS when there is a wider
investment opportunity set that includes: stocks, nominal bonds, commodities, real estate,
and the short-term nominal riskless asset (T-bill).
For buy-and-hold long-term investors we highlight four empirical findings. First, in-
finitely risk averse investors who are not affected by money illusion allocate all their wealth
to the riskfree asset in real terms, as predicted by the theoretical model of Wachter (2003).
Second, for all levels of relative risk aversion, nominal bonds are crowded out by TIPS.
Third, when real estate is part of the investment opportunity set, the relative benefits
from TIPS diminish because real estate’s expected real return, corrected by risk, is high
enough to outperform the real yield of TIPS. Finally, investors characterized by a log
utility function do not obtain any benefits from the introduction of TIPS.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 looks at the existing
literature on TIPS and summarizes previous findings on the potential benefits of TIPS
for different types of investors. Section 3 derives the model that we employ to analyze
the benefits of TIPS. Section 4 presents TIPS data and discusses its statistical properties
since their first issuance in 1997 until 2010. Section 5 presents the empirical results and
Section 6 concludes.
2 Literature review
The literature on investment allocation and indexed bonds is too large to cover here, so
we focus on articles that are directly relevant to the subject matter of our paper. We
summarize the main findings of papers that have: discussed inflation as a variable which
affects asset allocation; and studied the empirical benefits that TIPS provide to short-term
investors.
The seminal work of Markowitz (1952) provides a mean-variance framework for asset
allocation. This analysis has been followed by a large number of studies that have stressed
different aspects of the portfolio allocation problem. Some of the extensions that appeared
in the 1970s and 1980s introduce inflation as a relevant variable (see for example Sarnat
(1973), Biger (1975), Lintner (1975), Friend et al. (1976), Solnik (1978), and Levy and
Levy (1987)). The most significant result of these studies is that when there is uncertainty
about future inflation the riskless asset should be a one-period inflation-linked bond.
More recent articles employ the mean-variance analysis to measure the empirical ben-
efits of TIPS for short-term investors, e.g. Lucas and Quek (1998), Kopcke and Kimball
(1999), Roll (2004), Kothari and Shanken (2004), Hunter and Simon (2005), Brie`re and
Signori (2009), among others. The conclusions of these studies vary depending on: i) the
number of assets considered in the investment opportunity set; ii) the investment horizon
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employed in the calculations; iii) amount of data employed; or iv) assumptions made to
compute returns. Moreover, apart from Kothari and Shanken (2004), they all assume that
investors make allocation decisions in nominal terms– investors are not worried about the
purchasing power of their terminal wealth.
The early study of Kopcke and Kimball (1999), which uses only two years of TIPS
data, finds that in periods of low and falling rates of inflation, short-term investors with
any level of risk aversion decide not to invest in TIPS; and the optimal allocation consists
of a mix of T-bills, conventional nominal bonds, and stocks. Furthermore, they find that
the only scenario under which TIPS are included in the optimal portfolio is when investors
are highly risk averse and they cannot invest in T-bills. In our paper we use 13 years of
data and find that investors with any degree of risk aversion (apart from log utility) will
include TIPS in the optimal portfolio which also contains T-bills, conventional nominal
bonds, and stocks.
Hunter and Simon (2005) use conditional mean-variance spanning tests to provide
evidence that TIPS do not provide statistically significant diversification benefits to short-
term investors that hold cash, nominal bonds, and equities. In the same vein, Brie`re and
Signori (2009) show that the combined effect of stable expectations of inflation rates and
the increase in the liquidity of TIPS results in a decreasing ability of TIPS to provide
diversification effects in the portfolio due to their high correlation with nominal bonds.
These two studies assume that investors do not care about the purchasing power of their
final wealth. However, in light of the results of our paper, the conclusions of these two
papers could result from assuming that investors might suffer from money illusion and the
fact that we employ approximately five additional years of data.
Among the studies which find that TIPS provide benefits to investors is that of Roll
(2004) who looks at the correlations of TIPS’ returns with the returns of nominal bonds
and equity between January 1997 and September 2003. Roll finds that TIPS improve the
investment efficient frontier for short-term investors; which is consistent with our empirical
results depending on which asset classes are considered. Kothari and Shanken (2004) study
the optimal portfolio implications when both real and nominal returns are considered.
They conclude that in an efficient portfolio with a one-year investment horizon and with
assets restricted to stocks and bonds, substantial weight should be given to indexed bonds.
They also speculate that: “It will be interesting to see whether this conclusion persists
when allocations over longer horizons and across a broader range of assets, including global
equities and bonds, are examined in future research.”
The academic literature recognizes that TIPS are the safest asset for buy-and-hold
long-term investors, but to the best of our knowledge this is the first paper that investigates
the empirical benefits of their introduction. Previous work has looked at the benefits from
introducing in the investment opportunity set assets that yield a real return. For example,
Campbell et al. (2003) show that an infinitely-lived investor with Epstein-Zin preferences
greatly benefits from the addition of a (hypothetical) real perpetuity or consol to his
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investment opportunity set that includes nominal bonds and stocks.
Among the theoretical papers that study the role of bonds that protect the bearer
against inflation are Campbell and Viceira (2001), Campbell et al. (2003), Brennan and Xia
(2002), Illeditsch (2009) and Wachter (2003). Campbell and Viceira (2001) and Campbell
et al. (2003) show that in a world where investment opportunities are time-varying, an
inflation-indexed perpetuity bond is the riskless asset for infinite-lived investors who care
about the stream of consumption in every period. Similarly, Brennan and Xia develop
an optimal dynamic portfolio problem for a finite-lived investor who is able to invest
in stocks or nominal bonds. They show that an infinitely risk averse investor, who is
unconstrained to take short positions, invests in a mix of nominal bonds to replicate the
return of an inflation indexed bond with maturity equal to the remaining investment
horizon. Illeditsch (2009) extends previous work and includes inflation protected bonds in
the analysis. He finds that the real instantaneously risk-free asset can be obtained with
a long position in inflation-protected bonds, and a zero-investment portfolio of nominal
bonds together with the nominal money market account. Finally, Wachter formalizes the
“preferred habitat” hypothesis of Modigliani and Sutch (1966) and shows that investors
who keep their investment profile fixed for a known length of time, will consider a bond
with maturity equal to their investment period as the riskless asset.
3 The Model: One-Period Portfolio Choice with Inflation
The classical mean-variance analysis for portfolio selection is usually posed in nominal
terms, and if inflation is considered, the general approach implicitly assumes one of the
following: i) investors suffer from money illusion; ii) the conditional variance of the inflation
rate is zero; iii) there is no riskless real asset and assets’ nominal returns are uncorrelated
with inflation.
These three assumptions may not hold in practice and will adversely affect the portfo-
lio allocation of investors that wish to protect their wealth from inflation. First, although
investors may suffer from money illusion,3 the potential benefits stemming from the in-
troduction of a new asset which may be correlated with inflation should be measured in
a framework stated in real terms. Otherwise the benefits may be under or overestimated.
Second, certainty about future inflation rates may hold when the investment horizon is
very short, but it is untenable for a long investment horizon. Finally, the introduction of
TIPS allows buy-and-hold long-term investors to lend at a real riskless rate and empirical
evidence rejects the assumption of independence between inflation and assets’ nominal
returns.4
3Cohen et al. (2005) provide empirical evidence to support that the stock market suffers from money
illusion.
4Several articles in the 70s report evidence of negative correlation between nominal stock returns and
inflation for short-term horizons; Bodie (1976), Nelson (1976), Fama and Schwert (1977), Jaffe and Man-
delker (1976), among others. At long-horizons, Boudoukh and Richardson (1993) find that nominal stock
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In this section, we solve an optimal portfolio choice problem for investors who consider
the effects of inflation in their investment holdings. Intuitively, investors can avoid expo-
sure to inflation risk by investing in a riskless asset in real terms and/or by investing in
assets that covary with inflation. Therefore, we solve the investment allocation problem
for investors both with and without a riskfree asset in real terms.
3.1 Portfolio choice with a riskless real asset
We consider the optimal investment allocation of investors who are not worried about
what may happen beyond the immediate next period and care about the purchasing
power of their wealth.5 We assume that investors have a power utility function, defined
over terminal real wealth and characterized by the Arrow-Pratt relative risk aversion
coefficient γ. The investor’s maximization problem is
max Et
[
W 1−γt+1
(1− γ)
]
(1)
subject to the budget constraint
Wt+1 =
(
1 +Rp,t+1
)
Wt . (2)
The terminal real wealth Wt+1 is equal to the initial real wealth Wt invested in the portfolio
plus the portfolio’s real returnRp,t+1. Under the assumption that the portfolio’s real return
is lognormally distributed and with a log transformation of the power utility function we
re-write the maximization problem as
max (1− γ)Et
[
wt+1
]
+
1
2
(1− γ)2σ2w,t (3)
s.t. wt+1 = rp,t+1 + wt, (4)
where wt = ln
(
Wt
)
is the log of the real wealth; rp,t+1 = ln
(
1 + Rp,t+1
)
is the log of the
portfolio’s real return;6 and,
Et
[
wt+1
]
= Et
[
rp,t+1
]
+ wt and Vart
[
wt+1
]
= σ2w,t = σ
2
rp,t (5)
are the expected value and variance of the log of real wealth, respectively. Dividing
equation (3) by (1− γ) and considering (4) and (5), the investor’s problem becomes
max Et
[
rp,t+1
]
+
1
2
(1− γ)σ2rp,t . (6)
returns are positively related (ex-ante and ex-post) to inflation at longer horizons. Roache and Attie (2009)
provide a detailed literature review about the properties of different asset to hedge inflation.
5We assume that all investors are price takers, and that there are no taxes or transaction costs.
6For simplicity, we label it in this way even when it is the log of one plus the portfolio’s real return.
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Now, if the investor is affected by money illusion then the optimal allocation problem
becomes7
max Et
[
r$p,t+1
]
+
1
2
(1− γ)σ2
r$p,t
, (7)
where r$p,t+1 = ln
(
1 + R$p,t+1
)
is the log of the portfolio’s nominal return; Et
[
r$p,t+1
]
and
σ2
r$p,t
are its expected value and variance, respectively. Moreover, the log of the portfolio’s
real return is given by
rp,t+1 = r
$
p,t+1 − pit+1, (8)
where pit+1 = ln
(
1+Πt+1
)
and Πt+1 is the t+1 inflation rate. In order to simplify notation,
we omit the time subindex from this point onwards. The problem for an investor who is
not affected by money illusion can be re-written as
max E
[
r$p
]− E[pi]+ 1
2
(1− γ)(σ2
r$p
+ σ2pi − 2σr$ppi
)
. (9)
The difference between the maximization problem solved for investors who are not affected
by money illusion, equation (9), and for those who are, equation (7), is given by the
variance of inflation and its correlation with financial assets, since the expected inflation
rate E
[
pi
]
cannot be affected by investors. In the particular case where inflation rates are
conditionally certain (σ2pi = σr$ppi = 0), the optimal portfolio under real and nominal terms
is the same.
Note that in equation (9), the term 12
(
σ2
r$p
+σ2pi−2σr$ppi
)
is Jensen’s correction resulting
from working in logs; while −γ2
(
σ2
r$p
+σ2pi−2σr$ppi
)
is the investor’s risk aversion adjustment.
There are two particular cases where the maximization problem (9) is simplified. First,
when the investor has logarithmic utility, characterized by γ = 1, the maximization prob-
lem in real terms is equivalent to the maximization problem in nominal terms; Jensen’s
correction and the investor’s risk aversion adjustment cancel out. Thus, when there is
uncertainty about inflation rates and investors’ preferences are not characterized by a
log utility function, money illusion produces inefficient portfolio selections. Second, when
the investor is risk-neutral, characterized by γ = 0, equation (9) only includes Jensen’s
correction term.
From equation (9), we see that the portfolio allocation problem depends on the log of
the portfolio’s nominal return, which is not equal to the linear combination of the log of
the nominal returns of the assets in the portfolio. To address this issue, we employ the
approach of Campbell and Viceira (2002) who propose a second-order Taylor approxima-
tion of the log portfolio nominal return,8 and we assume that the benchmark asset is the
7See Campbell and Viceira (2002).
8Campbell and Viceira (2002) remark that short horizon effects appear when the approximation is
applied over long holding periods. Gil-Bazo (2006) showed that the approximate solution performs re-
markably well under the stationary assumption, even for a long investment horizon.
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real riskfree rate
r$p = r0 + pi + α
′(r$ − pi1− r01)+ 1
2
α′σ˜2 − 1
2
α′Σ˜α . (10)
Here r$ is an n × 1 vector of assets’ log nominal returns; r0 is the log real riskfree rate;
α is a column vector with the allocation of the n risky assets in real terms; 1 is an n× 1
column vector of ones;
Σ˜ = Σ + σ2piJ − σ(r$pi)1′ − 1σ′(r$pi) (11)
is the covariance matrix of real returns of the risky assets where Σ is the covariance matrix
of nominal returns of the risky assets; J is an n×n matrix of ones; and σ(r$pi) is a column
vector with covariances between nominal returns and inflation. The diagonal elements of
Σ˜ are the variances of the real return of asset i given by
σ˜2i = σ
2
r$i
+ σ2pi − 2σ(r$i pi) , (12)
and the off-diagonal elements of Σ˜ are the covariances between the real rate of return of
the risky assets i and j:
σ˜ij = σr$i ,r
$
j
+ σ2pi − σ(r$i pi) − σ(r$jpi) . (13)
We use (10) to calculate
E
[
r$p
]
= (1− α′1)r0 + E
[
pi
]
+ α′E
[
r$ − pi1]+ 1
2
α′σ˜2 − 1
2
α′Σ˜α , (14)
Var
[
r$p
]
= σ2pi + α
′Σ˜α+ 2α′σ(r$pi) − 2α′σ2pi1 , (15)
Cov
[
r$p, pi
]
= σr$ppi = σ
2
pi + α
′σ(r$pi) − α′σ2pi1 . (16)
Substituting (14), (15), and (16) into equation (9), lays out the one-period optimization
problem for an investor in real terms with a riskless real asset9
max
α
α′E
[
r$ − pi1− r01
]
+
1
2
α′σ˜2 − γ
2
α′Σ˜α. (17)
The solution of the maximization problem in (17) is
α˜∗ =
1
γ
Σ˜−1
(
E
[
r$ − r01− pi1
]
+
σ˜2
2
)
, (18)
where the optimal allocation in the real riskfree assets is 1 − 1′α˜∗. Note that when the
inflation rate is conditionally certain, σ˜2 = σ2 and Σ˜ = Σ, the optimal solution coincides
with that of the problem stated in nominal terms.
9The problem can easily be generalized for the case of buy-and-hold investors with longer investment
horizons, see Campbell and Viceira (2004).
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Imposing short-selling constraints in problem (17):
α˜∗i = 0 ⇒ E
[
r$i − pi
]
+
1
2
σ˜2
r$i
− γ
n−1∑
j=1
j 6=i
α˜∗j σ˜(i,j) < r0 (19)
1′α˜∗ = 1 ⇒ E[r$i − pi]+ 12 σ˜2r$i − γ
n∑
j=1
α˜∗j σ˜(i,j) > r0 for all i : α˜
∗
i ≥ 0. (20)
Equation (19) shows the case when the short-selling restriction for a risky asset is binding.
If the expected real return of asset i, corrected by risk, is lower than the real riskfree rate,
the investor would like to short-sell it. However, since short-selling is not allowed, the
investor sets his holdings in that particular asset to zero. Note that the second term in
the left-hand side (LHS) corresponds to Jensen’s correction of the log function, while the
third one is the risk aversion correction.
Equation (20) restricts the investor from borrowing money at the real riskfree rate;
investors are not able to issue inflation-linked bonds. The investor would like to borrow
money at the real riskfree rate when the expected real return of assets, corrected by risk,
is higher than the real riskfree rate. Investors will benefit from the introduction of the
real riskless asset if they are able to borrow at that rate or if the real interest rate is high
enough.
By combining equations (19) and (20), we observe that the investor is locally indifferent
between investing in the nominal or the real riskfree asset when
r$0 − r0 +
1
2
σ2pi = E
[
pi
]
+ γ
n−1∑
j=1
α˜∗j
(
σ2pi − σ(r$jpi)
)
, (21)
since
σ˜2
r$0
= σ2pi and σ˜(r$0r
$
j )
= σ2pi − σ(r$jpi) .
Here r$0 is the log nominal riskfree rate, which is considered a risky asset by investors
who are not affected by money illusion. The right-hand side of (21) is the one-period
break-even inflation rate (BEI),10 which consists of two terms: a) the expected inflation;
and, b) the inflation risk premium that depends not only on the degree of risk aversion,
but also on the volatility of inflation and the covariances between the nominal returns of
the risky assets with inflation. Thus, the inflation risk premium cannot be analyzed by
solely considering the riskfree assets in nominal and real terms; all assets in the economy,
specially those that are potential hedgers against inflation, will affect the inflation risk
premium.11
10Academics and practitioners refer to the break-even inflation rates as the difference between nominal
and real bond’s yield of the same maturity.
11Note that equation (21) with γ = 0 states the Fisher equation in a risk-neutral world. The log nominal
riskfree rate is equal to the sum of the log real riskfree rate and the expected rate of inflation.
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3.2 Portfolio choice without a riskless real asset
If investors are not able to find a riskless real asset, then the second-order Taylor approx-
imation of the logarithm of the nominal portfolio return is
r$p = r
$
0 + α
′(r$ − r$01)+ 12α′σ2 − 12α′Σα . (22)
Here Σ is the covariance matrix of the returns of the risky assets in nominal terms, and
σ2 represents its diagonal elements. The expected value, variance, and covariance terms
of equation (22) are:
E
[
r$p
]
= (1− α′1)r$0 + α′E
[
r$
]
+
1
2
α′σ2 − 1
2
α′Σα , (23)
Var
[
r$p
]
= α′Σα , (24)
Cov
[
r$p, pi
]
= σr$ppi = α
′σ(r$pi) . (25)
Substituting (23), (24), and (25), into (9) results in the myopic optimization problem for
an investor in real terms without a riskless real asset:
max
α
α′E
[
r$ − r$01
]
+
1
2
α′σ2 − γ
2
α′Σα− (1− γ)α′σ(r$pi) , (26)
with solution
α∗ =
1
γ
Σ−1
(
E
[
r$ − r$01
]
+
σ2
2
+ (γ − 1)σ(r$pi)
)
. (27)
In the absence of a real riskfree asset, investors deal with uncertainty about inflation
through the covariances between the nominal returns of risky assets and inflation. Secu-
rities which are correlated with inflation help to hedge against inflation risk, reducing the
portfolio variance in real terms. When risky assets are uncorrelated with inflation or when
investors are characterized by a log utility function, the optimal solution will be the same
as in the nominal case.12 Imposing short-selling constraints:
α∗i = 0 ⇒ E
[
r$i
]
+
1
2
(
σ2
r$i
− 2σ(r$i pi)
)− γ( n−1∑
j=1
j 6=i
α∗jσ(i,j) − σ(r$i pi)
)
< r$0 (28)
1′α∗ = 1 ⇒ E[r$i ]+ 12(σ2r$i − 2σ(r$i pi))− γ
n∑
j=1
α∗j
(
σ(i,j) − σ(r$i pi)
)
> r$0, for all i : α
∗
i ≥ 0.
(29)
Equation (28) shows the case when the short-selling restriction for a risky asset is binding.
If the expected nominal return of asset i, corrected by risk, is lower than the nominal
riskfree rate, the investor sets his holdings in that particular asset to zero. Note that the
12Levy and Levy (1987) show that when there is no riskless real asset, and inflation and nominal returns
are independent, the real and nominal efficient sets are identical.
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second term in the LHS of the inequality corresponds to Jensen’s correction, while the
third corresponds to the risk aversion correction.
Equation (29) restricts the investor from borrowing money at the nominal riskfree rate.
The investor would like to borrow money at the nominal riskfree rate when the expected
nominal return of assets, corrected by risk, is higher than the nominal riskfree rate.
We can gain further insight into how investors choose their optimal allocations by
re-arranging equation (28) as
α∗i = 0 ⇒ E
[
r$i
]
+
1
2
σ2
r$i
− γ
n−1∑
j=1
j 6=i
α∗jσ(i,j) + σ(r$i pi)
(
γ − 1) < r$0 (30)
to observe the effect of the covariance between nominal returns of risky assets and inflation.
Compared to an investor who cares about inflation, an investor affected by money illusion
and with a coefficient of relative risk aversion greater than one, will demand a higher
(lower) nominal expected return if the nominal return of the risky asset covaries positively
(negatively) with inflation.
4 Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS)
The primary feature of TIPS is that their principal is indexed to the U.S. non-seasonally
adjusted consumer price index for all urban consumers (CPI-U NSA). Then, if an investor
holds TIPS until maturity, he will receive a known return in real terms for his investment.
On the other hand, before maturity, TIPS’ returns are uncertain both in real and nominal
terms.
TIPS have been issued with maturities of 5, 10, 20, and 30 years. The 5-year TIPS
were first issued toward the end of 1997, but TIPS with this maturity were discontinued
until the end of 2004 when the Treasury started yearly issues. The 10-year class of TIPS
is the only one which has been continuously issued. Initially, the 10-year TIPS were issued
once a year, but from July 2003 they have been issued twice a year. From 1998 until 2001
the Treasury issued three lots of 30-year TIPS and were discontinued until 2010. Between
2005 and 2009 there were five yearly 20-year emissions.
Figure 1 shows a time series of outstanding TIPS grouped according to their term
to maturity. The lack of outstanding TIPS with maturity less than 1-year between 1997
and 2010 reflects the absence of a riskless asset in real terms for short-term investors.
Although since 2005 there were more opportunities to find outstanding (off-the-run) TIPS
with shorter maturities, they were primarily issued to provide a safe asset for investors
with long investment horizon. Hence, while buy-and-hold long-term investors have been
able to invest, but not borrow, at the real riskfree rate, short-term investors have had no
access to a riskless asset in real terms and see TIPS as “risky” assets.
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4.1 Data
We create a data set of nominal monthly returns for all TIPS issued before August 2009. A
comparable nominal Treasury bond is selected as a benchmark for each TIPS, according to
the issue and maturity date. Monthly TIPS returns are calculated using accrued interest,
capital gains, and inflation adjustments. The period of study spans from March 1997 to
March 2010 which results in 157 monthly observations. The period encompasses an entire
U.S. business cycle and two recessions.13
We group TIPS and nominal bonds according to their maturity: short-term (ST)
notes (4 to 5 years), medium term (MT) notes (9 to 10 years) and long-term (LT) bonds
(more than 10 years). See Table 1 and Table 2 for descriptive statistics. We construct
bond indices that represent the performance of each group of Treasury bonds. For TIPS
indices, the reference security is the newest TIPS issuance within the group. For Nominal
indices, we obtain a comparable nominal bond closest in maturity to the correspondent
TIPS.
The rest of the data set is composed of alternative investment assets and a measure of
inflation. For the different asset classes, we use a representative index: for equity we use
the S&P500 index; for commodities we employ gold prices and the S&P GSCI index; and
for real estate we use the S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price index. Inflation is measured as
the log-difference of the CPI-U NSA for two consecutive months.
Returns. Table 3 exhibits nominal statistics of log returns for bond indices and the
rest of the financial assets for three sample periods: Panel A: the entire period from March
1997 to March 2010; Panel B: the whole business cycle (from peak to peak) according to
the Business Cycle Committee of the National Bureau of Economic Research, from March
2001 to December 2007; and, Panel C: the last two U.S. recessions, from March 2001 to
November 2001 and from December 2007 to June 2009. Means, medians and standard
deviations of nominal monthly log-returns are annualized.
Panel A in Table 3 shows that longer term TIPS experienced higher average returns
than the shorter term maturities, suggesting the presence of a term premium in TIPS’
nominal returns. The long-term TIPS index had a mean monthly return14 of 8.18% per
year for the entire sample, while 5 and 10-year TIPS indices experienced a mean return of
6.31% and 6.49%, respectively. At the same time, TIPS have outperformed comparable
nominal bonds for the complete period. Panel B corroborates the presence of a bond term
premium in TIPS during the entire U.S. Business Cycle from March 2001 to December
2007. Panel B also shows that the outperformance of TIPS over nominal bonds is even
higher during this sub-period.
Interestingly, during the last two U.S. recessions (March 2001 to November 2001 and
13http://www.nber.org/cycles/cyclesmain.html. All market price data are taken from Bloomberg.
14Average returns are equal to mean log-returns plus Jensen’s correction, σ
2
2
.
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December 2007 to June 2009) nominal bonds outperformed TIPS’ nominal returns and
short-term bonds showed higher realized nominal log-returns than long-term bonds, see
Panel C in Table 3. The average inflation rates of the recession sub-sample was 1.20%,
lower than the average observed for the entire business cycle period of 2.62%. During
recessions one would expect short-term real interest rates to go down creating positive
returns for bonds. Besides, in a framework of a stable Phillips curve inflation rates also
will drop. Under this context, nominal bonds would be preferable during recessions than
TIPS with similar maturity.
Real vs nominal yields. The introduction of TIPS allows long-term investors to
invest in a risk-free asset that guarantees a real return. The long-term excess returns in
real terms for the 10-year nominal bonds over the 10-year TIPS is −0.31 for the complete
period. The general agreement about the negative premium is that it reflects the lower
liquidity of TIPS relative to comparable nominal bonds.15 A liquidity premium in TIPS
over comparable nominal bonds makes sense when buyers of TIPS consider the chance to
unwind the position before maturity. However, if all individuals in the economy were buy-
and-hold long-term investors, the liquidity premium would be zero, and a negative long-
term real excess return for nominal bonds would imply a negative inflation risk premium,
which seems odd in a risk-averse world where individuals are not affected by money illusion.
Volatility. The volatility of the nominal returns of TIPS is lower than the volatility
of the returns of comparable nominal bonds when the entire period is considered. During
the business cycle, TIPS’ nominal returns also exhibit lower volatility than nominal bonds,
except for long-term bonds.
As it was documented by Brie`re and Signori (2009), and Campbell et al. (2009), TIPS’
volatility has increased relative to that of nominal bonds since 2003. Strikingly, during
the financial crisis that started in 2008 the volatility of TIPS was equal or even higher
than that of nominal bonds. TIPS’ nominal returns are expected to have higher variance
than the variance of the returns of nominal bonds when: the variance of realized inflation
is higher than the variance of expectations about future inflation rates; or, the variance of
any further premia included in TIPS is higher than the variance of any premia included
in nominal bonds. Realized inflation exhibits low and almost constant volatility with
an increase in the last part of 2008 due to high deflation rates. At the same time, the
large changes in break-even inflation rates driven by an increase in TIPS’ real yields
(Figure 2) in the same period suggests that both effects have pushed the variance of
TIPS’ return, measured in nominal returns, above the variance of the returns of nominal
bonds (Figure 3).
Correlations. Table 4 shows the correlation matrix of the set of financial assets
for the entire period (Panel A) and for the whole business cycle (Panel B). As expected,
TIPS’ nominal returns are highly correlated among them because they depend on the same
15See Sack and Elsasser (2004), D’Amico et al. (2009), Pflueger and Viceira (2010), among others.
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factors; fluctuations in the real interest rate, changes in any premium contained in TIPS,
and realized inflation. Besides, TIPS with adjacent maturities and with longer durations
have higher correlations among them. Both panels in Table 4 exhibit the high correlation
between TIPS and nominal bonds, particularly for bonds with longer maturities. The
minimum correlation among Treasury bonds for the entire period is observed between the
5-year Nominal index and the TIPS LT Bond index, 0.583, while the maximum correlation
of 0.787 is between LT Bond.
An interesting point in both panels is the low correlation between realized inflation,
measured by the CPI-U NSA, and TIPS’ nominal returns. The longer the maturity of
the TIPS, the lower the correlation between TIPS and realized inflation. In Panel A,
the correlation of the TIPS 5-year index, 10-year index, and Bond index with inflation
are 0.220, 0.174, and 0.094, respectively. If we consider data for the entire business cycle
(Panel B), the correlation between TIPS’ nominal returns and inflation is even lower. It
is clear that realized inflation is not the predominant source of monthly nominal TIPS
returns which may suggest that they do not provide a good hedge against inflation over
short periods. Commodities, rather than gold, seem to be a better instrument to protect
investors against inflation.
Table 4 shows that the correlation between the stock market and nominal bonds is
lower than the correlation between the stock market and TIPS. Figure 4 plots a 3-year
rolling beta of the TIPS and nominal 10-year indices.16 Nominal bonds seem to offer a
better hedge against the equity market than TIPS, at least over short horizons. Under the
CAPM framework this would imply a positive risk premium contained in TIPS relative to
nominal bonds.
5 Measuring the benefits of TIPS
In this section we compute and analyze the benefits that TIPS provide to investors. Our
empirical study focuses on two aspects. First, we consider different aspects about investors’
preferences: investment horizon, risk aversion, and attitude towards inflation. Second, we
study how TIPS perform as a marginal security in the presence of other investment op-
portunities: nominal bonds, equity, commodities, gold, and real estate.17 To illustrate the
marginal benefit of TIPS, we compute the difference of the return of the optimal portfo-
lio which includes TIPS; and the risk-adjusted expected return of the optimal portfolio,
excluding TIPS;
Benefits = Et
[
r
(tips)
p,t+1
]− σr(tips)p
σrp
Et
[
rp,t+1
]
. (31)
16The beta is calculated as the covariance between the bonds returns and the S&P 500 returns divided
by the variance of the S&P 500 returns.
17Here we make the assumption that there is a real estate index that investors can purchase and liquidate
with no transaction costs.
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As discussed above, when the horizon over which investors hold assets does not match
the maturity of any of the outstanding TIPS, these inflation protected bonds are risky
and are considered by the investor as any other asset with uncertain payoff. On the other
hand, if the horizon of investors and the maturity of TIPS coincide, then investors who
maximize real wealth consider TIPS as the risk-free asset. Since most of the outstanding
TIPS have maturities of more than one year, we regard those who have an investment
horizon of one month and cannot find TIPS with this maturity short-term investors in
our empirical study. Likewise, we regard those with a horizon of 10 years as buy-and-hold
long-term investors because 10-year TIPS are the only ones who have been continuously
issued since 1997.18 Furthermore, throughout our analysis we assume that investors make
decisions based on real terms; that is, investors do not suffer from money illusion.
Specifically, we use the one-period portfolio choice framework in real terms, developed
in Section 3, to measure the benefits that TIPS provide to both short- and long-term
investors. We consider a range of values for risk aversion and measure the marginal
benefit of TIPS in the presence of different asset classes. In particular, for short-term
investors we consider the combination of stocks, nominal bonds, commodities, real estate,
and T-bills. Here T-bills represent the short-term riskless asset in nominal terms. For
long-term investors we consider the same cases, but we exclude T-bills from all scenarios
(because this would require the investor to rebalance her portfolio upon the expiry of the
T-Bill) and instead include nominal bonds with the same maturity as the TIPS.
5.1 Short-term investors
We analyze the problem of short-term investors who maximize real wealth and are not
able to invest in a riskless asset in real terms. In this case, the problem solved by investors
is given by (26) and the optimal allocation is given in equation (27). In the absence of
a riskless asset in real terms, the only way in which short-term investors can deal with
uncertainty about inflation is through the covariances between the nominal returns of risky
assets and inflation. For example, infinitely risk averse investors who are not affected by
money illusion and are not allowed to short-sell assets, will invest a fraction of their wealth
in risky assets which are positively correlated with inflation in order to reduce the portfolio
variance in real terms. On the other hand, infinitely risk averse investors who maximize
nominal wealth will allocate all their wealth to the nominal riskless asset.
Stocks, nominal bonds, and T-bills. To compare the marginal benefits of TIPS
we use the case where short-term investors allocate their wealth to stocks, nominal bonds,
and T-bills as a benchmark. Figure 5 shows the optimal weights, in percentage terms, of
total invested wealth for different levels of relative risk aversion. The figure shows that for
high (low) levels of risk-aversion, the investor relies heavily on T-Bills (stocks and 10-year
18Fleming and Krishnan (2009) provide evidence that trading activity in TIPS is concentrated in 10-year
notes representing 71.6%.
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nominal bonds) and that very little is invested in nominal 10-year bonds and stocks (T-
bills). The absence of a riskless real asset, together with short-selling constraints, are able
to explain “the asset allocation puzzle” stated by Canner et al. (1997); that is, aggressive
investors hold a lower ratio of bonds to stocks than conservative investors.19
Stocks, 10-year nominal bonds, T-bills and 10-year TIPS. Figure 6 exhibits
the optimal weights when TIPS are introduced. For all levels of relative risk aversion,
except γ = 1 (log-utility), a significant part of investors’ wealth is devoted to TIPS.
Panel i in Table 5 shows that the optimal wealth devoted to TIPS varies from 4% for
infinitely risk averse investors to 55% for investors with a degree of risk aversion of γ = 10.
In the Table we show the optimal weight of each asset when TIPS are available and in
parenthesis the optimal weight when TIPS are not available. As expected, TIPS seem to
be a reasonable, but not perfect, substitute for nominal bonds with the same maturity.
By looking at the difference between the optimal weights with and without TIPS we show
the crowding out effects of TIPS. For instance for a γ = 5 the optimal weight devoted to
long-term nominal bonds is half after introducing TIPS. Therefore, both classes of long-
term bonds are included in the optimal portfolio of short-term investors. Extremely risk
averse investors who maximize real wealth, invest a small fraction of their wealth into
stocks (1.3%) and TIPS (3.7%) to hedge the inflation risk of T-bills.
In order to analyze the benefits of TIPS to investors, we calculate (31). Panel i in
Table 5 reports the relative benefit of introducing TIPS for short-term investors over the
period 1997 to 2010. For instance, while investors characterized by a γ = 10 obtain
a benefits of 35bp, extremely risk averse investors get almost 15bp by the introduction
of TIPS. The positive correlation of TIPS’ returns and inflation makes TIPS a useful
instrument to reduce the inflation risk. On the other extreme, log-utility investors do not
obtain any benefits from the introduction of TIPS.
If we restrict our data to cover the entire business cycle from March 2001 to December
2007, the benefits to investors from the introduction of TIPS are greater than those for the
whole sample. Also, long-term nominal bonds are totally crowded out by long-term TIPS
in the optimal portfolio of short-term investors. On the other hand, during recessionary
periods (March 2001 to November 2001 and from December 2007 to June 2009) when
average inflation rates are lower, long-term nominal bonds outperform long-term TIPS,
the latter providing no benefits to short-term investors.
Stocks, nominal bonds, commodities, real estate, T-bills and TIPS. Panels ii-
v in Table 5 show that when short-term investors have a wider investment opportunity
set that might include gold, commodities or real estate, the relative benefits from the
introduction of TIPS diminish, but still remain part of their optimal allocation. The
19Canner et al. (1997) document that financial advisors recommend that more risk averse investors
should hold a higher ratio of bonds to stocks, which is inconsistent with the mutual-fund separation
theorem. Under certain assumptions the theorem predicts that all investors should hold risky assets in the
same proportion.
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positive correlation of TIPS’ nominal returns with inflation makes TIPS desirable for
highly risk averse investors since it enables them to reduce the portfolio variance in real
terms. Interestingly, when commodities are available, the improvement decreases because
commodities are a better hedge than TIPS against inflation.20 For example, for levels of
risk aversion around γ = 10 we see that the introduction of TIPS produces benefits of
26bp, see Panel iii in the same Table. Lastly, when all assets are considered, investors
characterized by low levels of risk aversion, γ < 5, do not benefit from TIPS, while most
risk averse investors with 5 < γ < ∞ (approximately) do obtain benefits from TIPS. For
instance, Panel v in Table 5 investors with a degree of risk aversion of γ = 20 devote
almost 15% of their wealth to TIPS.
5.2 Buy-and-hold long-term investors
The introduction of TIPS provides buy-and-hold long-term investors with a riskfree asset
in real terms. Here we employ equations (17) and (18) to compute the optimal weights and
to measure the relative benefits that TIPS provide to buy-and-hold long-term investors
who are not affected by money illusion. We assume that investors are neither allowed to
borrow at the riskless rate in real terms, nor allowed to short-sell risky assets.
Stocks and 10-year nominal bonds. Figure 7 shows the optimal allocation weights
when long-term investors can only purchase stocks and long-term nominal bonds with
maturity 10 years which is the same as the time horizon over which the buy-and-hold
investor solves the optimal allocation problem. Infinitely risk averse investors allocate a
very small fraction of their wealth to stocks, instead investing all in the long-term nominal
bonds. Whereas for investors with log-utility function all wealth is placed in stocks.
Stocks, 10-year nominal bonds, and 10-year TIPS. Figure 8 exhibits the optimal
allocation of the investor’s wealth after the introduction of TIPS. The introduction of TIPS
allows long-term investors to buy an asset that guarantees a real return. The long-term
excess returns in real terms for stock and nominal long-term bonds are 3.98% and -0.31%,
respectively. Not surprisingly given the values of excess return in real terms, no weight is
given to long-term nominal bonds which are totally crowded out by TIPS for all levels of
relative risk aversion. As expected, the greatest benefits are observed for investors with
higher levels of risk aversion, ranging from 21bp to 248bp, see panel i in Table 6 . The
salient point here is that buy-and-hold long-term investors will always replace long-term
nominal bonds for long-term TIPS given historic real and nominal yields.
Stocks, 10-year nominal, commodities, real estate, and 10-year TIPS. Pan-
els ii-v in Table 6 show the benefits of introducing TIPS as a marginal security when
different asset classes are available. In general, the higher the relative risk aversion, the
higher the benefits that investors enjoy regardless of how wide the investment opportunity
20See Table 4.
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set is. As expected, infinitely risk averse investors who are not affected by money illusion
allocate all their wealth to TIPS, as predicted by the theoretical model of Wachter (2003),
obtaining the greatest benefits.
Our results show that when a wider set of asset classes is considered, the main benefits
to long-term investors result from substituting long-term nominal bonds with TIPS. Pan-
els iv and v in Table 6 show that when real estate investment are consider the benefits of
investing in TIPS decrease for those investors who are not infinitely reluctant to bear risk.
Intuitively, real estate investments are beneficial for long-term investors who are willing to
tolerate some risk in their portfolio. For example, we see that if real estate is considered
by investors with γ < 5, they will not purchase any TIPS because real estate’s expected
real return, corrected by risk, outperforms the real yield of TIPS. However, we note that
the methodology to calculate the S&P/Case-Shiller index introduces smoothing effects
that may underestimate the true volatility of real estate investments.21 Finally, investors
characterized by a log utility function do not obtain any benefits from the introduction of
TIPS, regardless of the investment opportunities– indeed, they devote all their wealth to
the asset with highest real expected return.
6 Concluding Remarks
In this paper we solve an optimal portfolio choice problem in real terms in order to
measure what benefits do TIPS provide to investors. We show analytically that this
approach should be used when there is uncertainty about future inflation rates and there
is a riskless asset in real terms, or when there is uncertainty about future inflation rates and
assets in the investment opportunity set covary with inflation. In other words, investors
who are not affected by money illusion can deal about unexpected inflation rates through
two possible channels: a) investing in the risk-free asset in real terms; and/or b) investing
in those risky assets whose nominal returns covary with inflation.
TIPS have been issued with maturities of 5, 10, 20, and 30 years, thus they were
primarily issued to provide a safe asset for investors with long investment horizons. The
time horizon over which the investor plans to hold TIPS is relevant because only if these
are held until maturity do they behave as the riskless asset in real terms. Therefore, to
better understand and measure the benefits that TIPS provide to investors we differentiate
the types of investors according to their investment horizon, short-term and buy-and-hold
long-term, and according to their degree of risk aversion. We measure the historical
benefits that TIPS provide to the two types of investor in the presence of different asset
classes such as equity, commodities, and real estate.
We find that short-term risk averse investors who are not affected by money illusion
find it optimal to replace part of their investment in long-term nominal bonds with TIPS
21We are grateful to Michael Brennan for underlying this point.
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for two reasons. One, TIPS yield a slightly higher average return than nominal bonds, and
two, the covariance of TIPS’ nominal returns with inflation is higher than the covariance
of the returns of nominal bonds with inflation. We also find that the positive correlation
of TIPS’ nominal returns with inflation makes TIPS desirable for highly risk averse short-
term investors since they can be used to reduce the portfolio variance in real terms.
Moreover, although the relative benefits from the introduction of TIPS diminish when
the short-term investor has a wider investment opportunity set which might include gold,
commodities, or real estate, highly risk averse short-term investors still devote a fraction of
their wealth to TIPS. Interestingly, when commodities are available, the improvement to
highly risk averse short-term investors decreases because commodities are a better hedge
against inflation than TIPS. Finally, short-term investors characterized by low levels of
risk aversion do not obtain any benefit from the introduction of TIPS when there is a
wider investment opportunity set that includes: stocks, nominal bonds, commodities, real
estate, and the short-term nominal riskless asset (T-bill).
For buy-and hold long-term investors we find that: infinitely risk averse investors who
are not affected by money illusion allocate all their wealth to the riskfree asset in real
terms, as predicted by the theoretical model of Wachter (2003); for all levels of relative
risk aversion, nominal bonds are crowded out by TIPS; when real estate is part of the
investment opportunity set, the relative benefits from TIPS diminish because real estate’s
expected real return, corrected by risk, is high enough to outperform the real yield of TIPS;
and finally, investors characterized by a log utility function do not obtain any benefits from
the introduction of TIPS.
The model can also be employed to analyze the one-period breakeven inflation rate
(BEI). We show that by imposing short-selling constraints we obtain an expression for the
BEI which consists of two terms: a) the expected inflation rate; and, b) the inflation risk
premium which depends not only on the degree of risk aversion, but also on the volatility
of inflation and the covariances between the nominal returns of the risky assets with
inflation. Therefore, the inflation risk premium cannot be analyzed by solely considering
the riskfree assets in nominal and real terms; all assets in the economy, specially those
that are potential hedgers against inflation, will affect the inflation risk premium. This
indicates that even in a risk averse world characterized by investors who are not affected by
money illusion it is possible to observe a negative inflation risk premium. Moreover, when
investors do not have access to a riskless asset in real terms the real yield of TIPS may
include not only a liquidity premium but also a risk premium. Thus, two directions for
future research are to better understand how the ivestment horizon of market participants
affects the BEI of long-term bonds; and whether governments can save the inflation risk
premium by issuing long-term inflation-indexed bonds.
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Table 3: Nominal monthly log returns
A) Nominal monthly log returns for the complete period, March 1997 to March 2010. The
mean, median, and standard deviation of monthly returns are annualized (in percentage
terms). For each group of TIPS we construct an index return with the return of the on-the-
run security. At any time within each TIPS group we obtain the most recent issued bond that
will coincide with the newest issuance within the group. We obtain a comparable nominal
bond by choosing the closest in maturity to our TIPS benchmark.
monthly
Financial Asset N mean median avg(m, me) max min std skew kurt mean/std med/std
TIPS 5-year Index 152 6.09 6.04 6.06 3.83 -4.09 3.67 -0.554 5.810 1.661 1.648
TIPS 10-year Index 157 6.30 6.95 6.62 6.41 -8.12 6.25 -0.678 6.999 1.008 1.112
TIPS LT Bond Index 139 7.56 7.88 7.72 9.21 -11.76 11.11 -0.583 5.365 0.680 0.709
Nominal 5-year Index 152 5.52 5.68 5.60 4.48 -3.22 4.02 -0.054 4.398 1.373 1.414
Nominal 10-year Index 157 5.96 6.65 6.30 8.75 -6.44 7.52 -0.037 4.416 0.792 0.884
Nominal LT Bond Index 139 5.25 8.06 6.66 12.83 -11.11 11.26 -0.209 5.405 0.466 0.716
S&P 500 Index 157 4.73 12.92 8.83 9.33 -18.39 16.76 -0.844 4.225 0.282 0.771
Gold 157 8.81 2.28 5.55 16.01 -12.48 13.81 0.266 4.530 0.638 0.165
Commodity Index 157 2.44 6.83 4.64 17.95 -33.13 24.74 -0.683 5.139 0.099 0.276
Real Estate Index 155 5.46 9.01 7.24 2.27 -2.83 3.75 -1.165 4.033 1.458 2.407
Inflation (CPI-U NSA) 157 2.36 2.36 2.36 1.21 -1.93 1.36 -1.228 8.376 1.734 1.729
B) Nominal monthly log returns for the entire business cycle (peak to peak) according to
the Business Cycle Committee of the National Bureau of Economic Research, March 2001 to
December 2007.
monthly
Financial Asset N mean median avg(m, me) max min std skew kurt mean/std med/std
TIPS 5-year Index 81 6.30 5.58 5.94 3.83 -2.68 3.69 -0.052 4.275 1.706 1.512
TIPS 10-year Index 81 7.16 8.52 7.84 4.88 -4.80 5.84 -0.434 4.038 1.225 1.458
TIPS LT Bond Index 81 9.02 8.21 8.62 9.21 -10.22 10.80 -0.698 4.889 0.835 0.760
Nominal 5-year Index 81 5.09 5.00 5.05 3.44 -3.22 4.16 -0.280 3.985 1.222 1.202
Nominal 10-year Index 81 5.44 7.61 6.52 4.70 -6.44 7.38 -0.501 3.532 0.737 1.031
Nominal LT Bond Index 81 6.57 11.42 9.00 8.56 -11.11 10.71 -0.718 4.792 0.614 1.066
S&P 500 Index 81 5.24 11.59 8.41 8.44 -11.51 12.78 -0.587 4.009 0.410 0.907
Gold 81 18.19 14.16 16.18 10.22 -12.48 13.19 -0.246 4.326 1.379 1.074
Commodity Index 81 10.32 13.87 12.09 14.10 -15.56 21.68 -0.324 2.675 0.476 0.640
Real Estate Index 81 8.03 10.13 9.08 2.27 -2.26 3.15 -0.889 4.003 2.551 3.218
Inflation (CPI-U NSA) 81 2.62 2.52 2.57 1.21 -0.81 1.30 -0.159 2.890 2.016 1.941
C) Nominal monthly log returns for the two recessionary periods where TIPS were available,
March 2001 to November 2001, and December 2007 to June 2009.
monthly
Financial Asset N mean median avg(m, me) max min std skew kurt mean/std med/std
TIPS 5-year Index 28 3.86 4.80 4.33 2.90 -4.10 5.36 -0.669 3.903 0.719 0.895
TIPS 10-year Index 28 2.96 7.20 5.08 6.40 -8.10 10.19 -0.470 4.215 0.290 0.706
TIPS LT Bond Index 28 2.74 -0.60 1.07 9.00 -11.80 15.67 -0.221 3.682 0.175 -0.038
Nominal 5-year Index 28 6.04 7.20 6.62 4.50 -2.00 4.77 0.641 4.317 1.267 1.510
Nominal 10-year Index 28 5.70 3.00 4.35 8.70 -4.90 10.37 0.580 3.577 0.550 0.289
Nominal LT Bond Index 28 5.53 2.40 3.96 12.80 -9.80 16.32 0.449 3.774 0.339 0.147
Equity 28 -21.90 -9.00 -15.45 9.10 -18.40 23.17 -0.308 2.702 -0.945 -0.388
Gold 28 8.57 -1.20 3.69 10.20 -11.40 16.74 -0.137 3.108 0.512 -0.072
Commodity 28 -34.63 -24.60 -29.61 18.00 -33.10 35.65 -0.591 4.102 -0.971 -0.690
Real Estate 28 -9.51 -12.00 -10.76 1.40 -2.80 4.96 0.124 1.405 -1.920 -2.421
Inflation (CPI-U NSA) 28 1.20 3.00 2.10 1.00 -1.90 2.24 -1.185 4.595 0.535 1.337
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Table 5: Results for short-term investors
Optimal portfolio weights for short-term investors who are able (not able) to buy TIPS.
Optimal weights are computed for different levels of relative risk aversion and combinations
of asset classes. The benefits provided by TIPS are computed in basis points (real terms) as
Et
[
r
(tips)
p,t+1
]− σr(tips)p
σrp
Et
[
rp,t+1
]
.
Optimal Weights in %
γ =∞ γ = 20 γ = 10 γ = 5 γ = 3 γ = 1
i) Stocks, 10-year nominal bonds, 10-year TIPS and T-bills
Stocks 1.3 (1.4) 13.2 (15.8) 24.7 (30.5) 35.7 (41.1) 48.8 (52.1) 100 (100)
10-year nominal bonds 0 (0) 6.6 (30.5) 20.6 (63.3) 22.9 (59) 25.8 (47.9) 0 (0)
10-year TIPS 3.7 (0) 37 (0) 54.7 (0) 41.4 (0) 25.4 (0) 0 (0)
T-bills 94.9 (98.6) 43.2 (53.7) 0 (6.2) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Et
[
r
(tips)
p,t+1
]− σr(tips)p
σrp
Et
[
rp,t+1
]
14bp 20bp 35bp 31bp 16bp 0bp
ii) Stocks, 10-year nominal bonds, 10-year TIPS, Gold and T-bills
Stocks 1.3 (1.3) 13.3 (15.6) 23.7 (28.5) 35 (38.7) 48.6 (51) 100 (100)
10-year nominal bonds 0 (0) 9.4 (30.6) 22.1 (57.3) 24 (51.4) 26.2 (44.3) 0 (0)
10-year TIPS 3.4 (0) 32.9 (0) 44 (0) 34.2 (0) 22.5 (0) 0 (0)
Gold 1.6 (1.8) 7.1 (8.7) 10.2 (14.2) 6.8 (9.9) 2.7 (4.7) 0 (0)
T-bills 93.8 (96.9) 37.4 (45.1) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Et
[
r
(tips)
p,t+1
]− σr(tips)p
σrp
Et
[
rp,t+1
]
12bp 16bp 29bp 21bp 11bp 0bp
iii) Stocks, 10-year nominal bonds, 10-year TIPS, Commodities and T-bills
Stocks 0.2 (0.2) 12.7 (14.1) 24.2 (28.4) 35.2 (38.5) 48.4 (50.3) 100 (100)
10-year nominal bonds 0 (0) 11.7 (30.5) 25.5 (63.4) 27.3 (56) 29.5 (45.7) 0 (0)
10-year TIPS 0 (0) 29.1 (0) 47 (0) 34.5 (0) 19.5 (0) 0 (0)
Commodities 3.8 (3.8) 3.4 (5.3) 3.3 (6.8) 2.9 (5.6) 2.5 (4) 0 (0)
T-bills 96 (96) 43.1 (50.1) 0 (1.5) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Et
[
r
(tips)
p,t+1
]− σr(tips)p
σrp
Et
[
rp,t+1
]
0bp 8bp 26bp 20bp 9bp 0bp
iv) Stocks, 10-year nominal bonds, 10-year TIPS, Real estate and T-bills
Stocks 1.3 (1.3) 7.5 (8.8) 13 (13.9) 24 (24) 36.2 (36.2) 100 (100)
10-year nominal bonds 0 (0) 3.7 (17.1) 5 (13.9) 7.4 (7.4) 0 (0) 0 (0)
10-year TIPS 3.7 (0) 19.2 (0) 12.8 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Real estate 1.9 (2) 69.6 (74.1) 69.3 (72.2) 68.6 (68.6) 63.8 (63.8) 0 (0)
T-bills 93.1 (96.7) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Et
[
r
(tips)
p,t+1
]− σr(tips)p
σrp
Et
[
rp,t+1
]
13bp 17bp 12bp 0bp 0bp 0bp
v) All Assets
Stocks 0.2 (0.2) 7.3 (8.2) 12.9 (13.4) 24 (24) 36.2 (36.2) 100 (100)
10-year nominal bonds 0 (0) 5.5 (15.8) 6.4 (13.1) 7.5 (7.5) 0 (0) 0 (0)
10-year TIPS 0 (0) 14.8 (0) 9.7 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Gold 0 (0) 4.9 (5.5) 3.1 (3.5) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Commodities 3.8 (3.8) 0.3 (1.2) 0.4 (0.9) 0.3 (0.3) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Real estate 0 (0) 67.1 (69.4) 67.6 (69.1) 68.3 (68.3) 63.8 (63.8) 0 (0)
T-bills 96 (96) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Et
[
r
(tips)
p,t+1
]− σr(tips)p
σrp
Et
[
rp,t+1
]
0bp 10bp 6bp 0bp 0bp 0bp
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Table 6: Results for long-term investors
Optimal portfolio weights for long-term investors who are able (not able) to buy TIPS.
Optimal weights are computed for different levels of relative risk aversion and combinations
of asset classes. The benefits provided by TIPS are computed in basis points (real terms) as
Et
[
r
(tips)
p,t+1
]− σr(tips)p
σrp
Et
[
rp,t+1
]
.
Optimal Weights in %
γ =∞ γ = 20 γ = 10 γ = 5 γ = 3 γ = 1
i) Stocks, 10-year nominal bonds and 10-year TIPS
Stocks 0 (1.4) 9.7 (11.4) 19.4 (21.4) 39 (41.6) 62.5 (65.9) 100 (100)
10-year nominal bonds 0 (98.6) 0 (88.6) 0 (78.6) 0 (58.4) 0 (34.1) 0 (0)
10-year TIPS 100 (0) 90.3 (0) 80.6 (0) 61 (0) 37.6 (0) 0 (0)
Et
[
r
(tips)
p,t+1
]− σr(tips)p
σrp
Et
[
rp,t+1
]
248bp 89bp 50bp 31bp 21bp 0bp
ii) Stocks, Gold, 10-year nominal bonds and 10-year TIPS
Stocks 0 (1.3) 9.6 (11.2) 19.4 (21.2) 38.9 (41.1) 62.3 (65.1) 100 (100)
Gold 0 (1.8) 4.3 (6.4) 8.6 (11.1) 17.2 (20.5) 27.6 (31.8) 0 (0)
10-year nominal bonds 0 (96.9) 0 (82.4) 0 (67.8) 0 (38.4) 0 (3.2) 0 (0)
10-year TIPS 100 (0) 86.1 (0) 72.1 (0) 43.9 (0) 10.2 (0) 0 (0)
Et
[
r
(tips)
p,t+1
]− σr(tips)p
σrp
Et
[
rp,t+1
]
248bp 82bp 45bp 25bp 15bp 0bp
iii) Stocks, Commodities, 10-year nominal bonds and 10-year TIPS
Stocks 0 (0.2) 9.4 (9.9) 18.9 (19.6) 37.8 (39.2) 60.6 (62.7) 100 (100)
Commodities 0 (3.8) 1.3 (4.8) 2.6 (5.8) 5.1 (7.8) 8.2 (10.1) 0 (0)
10-year nominal bonds 0 (96) 0 (85.4) 0 (74.6) 0 (53) 0 (27.1) 0 (0)
10-year TIPS 100 (0) 89.4 (0) 78.6 (0) 57.1 (0) 31.2 (0) 0 (0)
Et
[
r
(tips)
p,t+1
]− σr(tips)p
σrp
Et
[
rp,t+1
]
248bp 61bp 35bp 22bp 15bp 0bp
iv) Stocks, Real estate, 10-year nominal bonds and 10-year TIPS
Stocks 0 (1.3) 7.1 (7.5) 12.8 (12.8) 23.4 (23.4) 36.2 (36.2) 100 (100)
Real estate 0 (2) 77.2 (92.5) 87.2 (87.2) 76.6 (76.6) 63.8 (63.8) 0 (0)
10-year nominal bonds 0 (96.7) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
10-year TIPS 100 (0) 15.7 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Et
[
r
(tips)
p,t+1
]− σr(tips)p
σrp
Et
[
rp,t+1
]
248bp 37bp 0bp 0bp 0bp 0bp
v) All Assets
Stocks 0 (0.2) 6.9 (7) 12.4 (12.4) 23.4 (23.4) 36.2 (36.2) 100 (100)
Gold 0 (0) 6.5 (7.1) 4.9 (4.9) 0.3 (0.3) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Commodities 0 (3.8) 0.6 (0.7) 0.5 (0.5) 0.1 (0.1) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Real estate 0 (0) 79.8 (85.3) 82.2 (82.2) 76.2 (76.2) 63.8 (63.8) 0 (0)
10-year nominal bonds 0 (96) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
10-year TIPS 100 (0) 6.2 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Et
[
r
(tips)
p,t+1
]− σr(tips)p
σrp
Et
[
rp,t+1
]
248bp 15bp 0bp 0bp 0bp 0bp
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Figure 1: Time series of TIPS available for investors
We group available TIPS according to their term to maturity. The red area corre-
sponds to TIPS with less than 1-year to maturity; the grey area corresponds to TIPS
between 1-year and 5-years to maturity; the blue area corresponds to TIPS between
5-years and 10-years to maturity; and, the brown area corresponds to TIPS with more
than 10-years to maturity.
Figure 2: Nominal and real yields
Nominal and real yields are 10-year constant maturity from GSW (2010). The 10-
Year-Ahead Inflation Forecasts is from the Survey of Professional Forecasters.
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Figure 3: Annualized standard deviation of returns
Standard deviation of returns are computed using a 3-year rolling estimation.
Figure 4: Conditional beta 3-year rolling window
The beta is calculated as the covariance between the bonds’ returns and the S&P 500
returns divided by the variance of the S&P 500 returns.
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Figure 5: Optimal portfolio weights for a short-term investor
Optimal portfolio choice when a short-term investor is able to allocate his wealth into
stocks, nominal bonds, and cash.
Figure 6: Optimal portfolio weights for a short-term investor
Optimal portfolio choice when a short-term investor is able to allocate his wealth into
stocks, nominal bonds, TIPS and cash.
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Figure 7: Optimal portfolio weights for a long-term investor
Optimal portfolio choice when a long-term investor is able to allocate her wealth into
stocks, and the nominal long-term risk-free asset
Figure 8: Optimal portfolio weights for a long-term investor
Optimal portfolio choice when a long-term investor is able to allocate her wealth into
stocks, the nominal long-term risk-free asset and TIPS which represents the real long-
term risk-free asset.
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